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Cambridge
IGCSE First
Language
English
Coursebook
with Free
Digital
Content East

African
Publishers
Wangari
Maathai,
founder of
The Green
Belt
Movement,
tells its
story
including the
philosophy
behind it,
its
challenges,

and
objectives.
HSC Business
Studies 101
Springer Verlag
Blossoms of the
Savannah is the
story of two sisters,
Taiyo and Resian,
who are on the
verge of
womanhood and
torn between their
personal ambitions
and the humiliating
duty to the Nasila
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tradition. Relocation
to their rural home
heralds a cultural
alienation born of
their refusal to
succumb to female
genital mutilation
and early
marriages. In
pursuit of the
delicate and elusive
socio-economic
cultural balance in
Nasila, Ole. Kaelo,
the girls' father is
ensnared by a
corrupt extortionist.
To extricate himself
he sends his
daughters into a flat-
spin labyrinth from
which they have to
struggle to escape.
How To Pass Your
Exams 4th Edition
Cambridge
University Press
Statutory guidance
for schools and
collegesStatutory
guidance for schools
and collegesStatutory
Guidance for Schools

and Colleges.This
book is free to
download in pdf
format from the DfE
website...but if like me
you prefer a nice
bound copy; here it
is.Under the Open
Government Licence
I am able to copy,
publish, distribute and
transmit the
Information, adapt
the information and
exploit the
Information
commercially and non-
commercially for
example, by
combining it with
other Information, or
by including it in your
own product or
application.
New School
Chemistry Intl
Food Policy Res
Inst
Agriculture's vast
potential to
improve nutrition
is just beginning
to be tapped.

New ideas,
research, and
initiatives
developed over
the past decade
have created an
opportunity for
reimagining and
redesigning
agricultural and
food systems for
the benefit of
nutrition. To
support this
transformation,
the book reviews
the latest findings,
results from on-
the-ground
programs and
interventions, and
recent policy
experiences from
countries around
the world that are
bringing the
agriculture and
nutrition sectors
closer together.
Drawing on
IFPRI's own work
and that of the
growing agricultur
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e-nutrition
community, this
book strengthens
the evidence base
for, and expands
our vision of, how
agriculture can
contribute to
nutrition.
Chapters cover an
array of issues
that link
agriculture and
nutrition,
including food
value chains,
nutrition-sensitive
programs and
policies,
government
policies, and
private sector
investments. By
highlighting both
achievements and
setbacks,
Agriculture for
Improved
Nutrition seeks to
inspire those who
want to scale up
successes that
can transform

food systems and
improve the
nutrition of
billions of people.
WJEC GCSE
Geography Cengage
Learning
This Student Edition
of Brecht's classic
dramatisation of the
conflict over
possession of a child
features an extensive
introduction and
commentary that
includes a plot
summary, discussion
of the context,
themes, characters,
style and language as
well as questions for
further study and
notes on words and
phrases in the text. It
is the perfect edition
for students of theatre
and literature. Brecht
projects an ancient
Chinese story onto a
realistic setting in
Soviet Georgia. In a
theme that echoes the
Judgment of

Solomon, two women
argue over the
possession of a child;
thanks to the unruly
judge, Azdak (one of
Brecht's most vivid
creations) natural
justice is done and the
peasant Grusha keeps
the child she loves,
even though she is not
its mother. Written in
exile in the United
States during the
Second World War,
The Caucasian Chalk
Circle is a politically-
charged, much-
revived and complex
example of Brecht's
epic theatre. This
volume contains
expert notes on the
author's life and work,
historical and political
background to the
play, photographs
from stage
productions and a
glossary of difficult
words and phrases. It
features the acclaimed
translation by James
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and Tania Stern with
W. H. Auden.
Cambridge Igcse
Ict 2Nd Edition
South Asia Edition
Longhorn Kenya
A Doll's House is a
three-act play
written by Henrik
Ibsen in 1879. It is
a groundbreaking
play that explores
the themes of
marriage, gender
roles, and identity
in 19th century
society. Ibsen's play
was met with
controversy and
outrage due to its
bold critique of the
traditional roles of
men and women in
marriage. The play
has since become a
classic of modern
drama and is widely
studied and
performed in
educational

institutions around
the world. The play
is set in Norway and
follows the story of
Nora Helmer, a
seemingly happy
and content
housewife.
However, as the
play unfolds, we see
that Nora is living a
double life. She has
secretly borrowed
money to save her
husband's life, and is
now being
blackmailed by the
lender. The play
depicts Nora's
struggle to find her
true identity and the
consequences of
living a life based
on societal
expectations rather
than her own
desires. One of the
main themes
explored in the play
is the role of women

in marriage. Nora is
portrayed as a
typical 19th century
wife, who is
expected to be
obedient, nurturing,
and submissive.
However, as the
play progresses, we
see that Nora is not
content with this
role and longs for
independence and
self-discovery. Ibsen
challenges the
traditional gender
roles and shows
how society's
expectations can
suffocate and limit
an individual's
growth. Another
important theme in
the play is the
concept of identity.
Nora's character
undergoes a
transformation
throughout the play
as she begins to
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question her role as a
wife and mother.
She realizes that she
has been living a life
that is not truly her
own, and she must
break free from
societal expectations
to find her true self.
This theme is also
reflected in the
character of
Torvald, Nora's
husband, who is
more concerned
with his social status
and reputation than
his wife's happiness.
Ibsen also uses
symbolism
throughout the play
to convey deeper
meanings. The title
"A Doll's House"
itself is significant,
as it represents the
idea that women
were seen as mere
playthings or objects
in a patriarchal

society. The
Christmas tree, a
recurring symbol in
the play, represents
the facade of happy
family life that Nora
and Torvald try to
maintain. However,
as the tree begins to
shed its decorations,
it symbolizes the
unraveling of Nora's
perfect facade. At
the time of its
publication, A Doll's
House was met with
harsh criticism and
was deemed
scandalous due to its
portrayal of a
woman challenging
societal norms.
However, its impact
on modern drama
cannot be
overstated. Ibsen's
play paved the way
for a new genre of
realistic drama and
influenced many

other playwrights to
explore similar
themes. It continues
to be studied and
performed today, as
it remains relevant
in its critique of
societal expectations
and the struggle for
individual identity.
Shreds of
Tenderness East
African Publishers
Betrayal in the City,
first published in
1976 and 1977, was
Kenya's national
entry to the Second
World Black and
African Festival of
Arts and Culture in
Lagos, Nigeria. The
play is an incisive,
thought-provoking
examination of the
problems of
independence and
freedom in post-
colonial African
states, where a
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sizeable number of
people feel that their
future is either blank
or bleak. In the
words of Mosese,
one of the
characters: "It was
better while we
waited. Now we
have nothing to look
forward to. We have
killed our past and
are busy killing our
future."--Page 4 of
cover
Blossoms of the
Savannah
Everything
THE SUNDANCE
WRITER, Brief
Fifth Edition,
provides students
with essential skills
needed for writing
in college and
beyond, including
critical thinking and
reading, as well as
writing for
academic and

workplace
audiences. The fifth
edition features an
important
restructuring of
content that allows
students to proceed
more quickly to
writing projects and
to incorporating
research into their
writing. Important
Notice: Media
content referenced
within the product
description or the
product text may not
be available in the
ebook version.
Inheritance
Hachette UK
The new Third
Edition matches the
requirements of the
revised Cambridge
IGCSE Chemistry
syllabus (0620).
Betrayal in the
City Bloomsbury
Publishing

With over 4 million
sold, our
Everything "RM"
books are just too
good to pass up.
Each book in the
Everything "RM"
series is packed
with clear, concise
information that is
written in a fun,
engaging style.
The large trim-
size, bright colors,
and great price
attract readers, and
over 300 pages of
unparalled content
and two-color
illustrations keep
them reading!
Cambridge IGCSE
Chemistry Workbook
Cambridge
University Press
Help your students
develop enquiring
minds as they learn
the geographical
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knowledge and skills
they need through the
enquiries of the new
OCR B specification
which include and up-
to-date case studies, a
wide range of
activities and exam-
style questions
developed to support
and stretch students of
all abilities. -
Supports students of
all abilities through
differentiated
activities including
scaffolded questions
and extension
questions. -
Highlights
opportunities for
fieldwork throughout
the book, and includes
guidance on carrying
out fieldwork. -
Develops students'
geographical skills
including activities
and clear explanations
of how to use
mathematical and
statistical skills. -
Helps students gain

confidence for the
exam with a variety of
exam-style practice
questions at different
levels, with tips on
how to approach
them.

How to Teach
Poetry Lantern
Books
The Covid-19
pandemic caused
major disruptions
to education
around the world.
Since the World
Health
Organization
declared a
pandemic on
March 11, 2020,
most students on
the planet were
affected by the
interruption of in-
person schooling.
To mitigate the
educational loss
such interruption

would cause,
education
authorities the
world over created
a variety of
alternative
mechanisms of
education delivery.
They did so
quickly and with
insufficient
knowledge about
what would work
well, for which
children, and for
what aspects of the
schooling
experience.Having
to create such
alternative
arrangements in
short order was the
ultimate adaptive
leadership
challenge, one for
which no playbook
existed, one for
which solutions
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would have to be
invented, rather
than drawn from
existing technical
knowledge. The
nature of the
challenge differed
across the world
and regions, and it
differed also
within countries as
a function of the
differential public
health and
economic impact
of the pandemic on
communities, and
of variations in
institutional and
financial resources
available to redress
such impact,
including
availability of
digital
infrastructure and
previous
knowledge and

experience of
teachers and
students with digi-
pedagogies and
other resources to
create alternative
education delivery
systems.Sustaining
educational
opportunities
amidst these
challenges created
by the pandemic
was an example of
adaptive education
response not to a
unique unexpected
challenge but to
one in a larger
class of problems,
just one of the
many adaptive
conundrums facing
communities and
societies. Beyond
the challenges
resulting from the
pandemic, other

complications of
that sort predating
the pandemic
included those
resulting from
poverty,
inequality, social
inclusion,
governance,
climate change,
among others. In
some ways, the
pandemic served
as an accelerant for
some of those,
augmenting their
impact or
underscoring the
urgency of
addressing them.
Adaptive puzzles
of this sort,
including
pandemics, are
likely to continue
to impact
education systems
in the foreseeable
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future. This makes
it necessary to
strengthen the
capacity of
education systems
to respond to
them.Reimagining
education systems
so they are
resilient in the face
of adaptive
challenges is an
opportunity to
mobilize new
talent and
institutional
resources.
Partnerships
between school
systems and
universities can
contribute to those
reimagined and
more resilient
systems, they can
enhance the
institutional
capacity of

education systems
to devise solutions
and to implement
them. Such
partnerships are
also an opportunity
for universities to
be more deliberate
in integrating their
three core
functions of
research, teaching
and outreach in
service of
addressing
significant social
challenges in a
context in rapid
flux.In this book
we present the
results of one
approach to
produce the
integration
between research,
teaching and
outreach just
described,

resulting from
engaging graduate
students in
collaborations with
school systems for
the purpose of
helping identify
ways to sustain
educational
opportunity during
the disruption
caused by the
pandemic. This
activity engaged
our students in
research and
analysis,
contributing to
their education,
and it engaged
them in service to
society. The book
examines what
happened to
educational
opportunity during
the Covid-19
pandemic in
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Bangladesh,
Belize, the
municipality of
Santa Ana in Costa
Rica, Guatemala,
Kenya, in the
States of Sinaloa
and Quintana Roo
in Mexico, South
Africa, United
Arab Emirates, and
in the United
States in
Richardson
Independent
School District in
Texas. It offers an
systematic analysis
of policy options
to sustain
educational
opportunity during
the pandemic.
When the Sun
Goes Down and
Other Stories from
Africa and Beyond
Paul Vitta

Introduction to
Biology Biology is
the science of life.
All living organisms
share several key
properties such as
order, sensitivity or
response to stimuli,
reproduction,
adaptation, growth
and development,
regulation,
homeostasis, and
energy processing.
Living things are
highly organized
following a
hierarchy that
includes atoms,
molecules,
organelles, cells,
tissues, organs, and
organ systems.
Chapter Outline:
Themes and
Concepts of Biology
The Process of
Science The Open
Courses Library
introduces you to

the best Open Source
Courses.
Successful Poultry
Production Aegitas
Up-to-date resources
providing full
coverage of
Cambridge IGCSE®
First Language
English (0500 and
0522) for first
examination in 2015.
This Fourth edition
Coursebook is
designed to support
the Cambridge
IGCSE First
Language English
(0500) and
Cambridge
International Level
1/Level 2 Certificate
First Language
English (0522). It
teaches all the skills
required for the
Cambridge IGCSE
and includes
activities on a variety
of engaging topics,
set out in 14 lively,
full-colour units. All
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our supporting
resources, like audio
files and answer
sheets, have now
moved to Cambridge
GO. Go to Cambridge
GO to register and
access files for any of
your Cambridge titles.
If you already have an
account, just log in
and go to 'add new
resources'.
Cambridge IGCSE
ICT Heinemann
Educational
Publishers
A further new title
in this series on
East African oral
literature,
considering East
African-Indian
genres of oral
literature and
cultures, which
developed as people
from India/Asia
migrated to East
Africa. The authors
discuss how these

literatures have been
a source of
creativity and
renewal; and how
they give expression
to the values,
perceptions and
aspirations of
cultures. The book
is organised into
sections on the socio-
cultural background
and historical
origins of the
literatures; patterns
of migration and
settlement in East
Africa; styles in
Indian literature as
preserved in East
Africa, common
symbols, images
and figures of
speech; the role of
the artist in literary
production; and
performance of oral
literature. The
authors further
provide and discuss

narratives from
many genres: e.g.
myths, legends,
animal tales, moral
stories; tales of
wisdom and wit;
riddles, proverbs
and songs. Many
passages appear in
the original
languages,
transcribed from
primary sources - in
particular Gujerati;
also Sindhi, Punjabi,
Cutchi, Hindi,
Kondani - as well as
in English
translation.
Aéro-hydro-
élasticité
Whatever exams
you're taking, this
book really will
make a big
difference to your
performance - at
professional or
academic level;
Master's or GCSE;
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A level, essay or
multiple choice.
Many hard working,
intelligent people
still fail their exams
through lack of
confidence or poor
exam technique. At
least fifty per cent of
a candidate's
chances are down
to: *Taking the right
attitude into the
exam *Using simple
but very effective
techniques in the
exam itself
*Approaching your
course of study in
the right way These
factors are your
guarantee of
success. They are
easy to learn and
proven beyond
doubt. They will
also boost your
confidence so that
you arrive in the
exam room both

ready and able to
succeed. Contents:
Preface; 1. Getting a
sensible perspective;
2. What examiners
want; 3. Getting set
for success; 4. The
role of parents,
partners and fellow
students; 5.
Revision; 6. Special
techniques; 7. As
the exam
approaches; 8. The
exam; Index.
Redemption
Endorsed by
Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education Now
including Brian
Sargent in the expert
author team,
alongside first edition
authors Graham
Brown and David
Watson, this book
has been fully revised
and updated to cover
every part of the

latest Cambridge
IGCSE ICT (0417)
syllabus. - Written by
experts, who bring a
wealth of theoretical
knowledge and
practical experience to
both the book and the
CD - Ensures that
students are fully
prepared for both the
written theory paper
as well as the two
practical papers -
Covers each section
of the syllabus with
clear explanations and
plenty of tasks and
activities Every
Student's Book
includes a CD that
contains source files
for the tasks and
activities. Answers to
all questions can be
found on the
Teacher's CD Rom.

Weeds and Weed
Control
Business Studies
HSC textbook
IFRS 6
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The very best of the
world's best
researchers have
discovered a way to
develop Africa: Way
Omega. Now Africa's
heads of state are at a
summit to approve it.
If they do, it promises
Africa will start
developing
immediately.
Unknown to the
summit are aggrieved
conspirators plotting
to defeat Way Omega
and replace it with a
rival strategy: Path
Alpha. Their path,
they say, is the only
way. Should the
summit still follow
Way Omega, or make
a U-turn? Fathers of
Nations is a satire on
contemporary African
politics.
A Doll's House
Contributed
articles; with
reference to India.
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